A Worksheet on Two, To, and Too

TWO Two means only the number 2. For example: Two weeks ago, two new employees were hired at my factory located two miles away from my home.

two years two men two ways two causes two books
(2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

TO 1. A preposition used in front of a noun or pronoun
   to school
   to my churc
   to the room
   to u
   to them

2. In front of a verb in the present tense.
   to go
   to b
   to ea
   to slee
   to rea
   to laug
   to sin

TOO 1. As another word for also.
I saw Star Wars, and my cousin saw it too.
(also)
Many people like chocolate ice cream, and I like it too.
(also)
2. A word meaning very or extremely or going beyond a proper limit.
   too expensive
   too fas
   too slow
   too ta
   too littl
   too late

Today is too cold to have a picnic. (very, extremely cold)
The policeman said that I was driving too fast. (beyond a proper limit)
07-02-08-1b 07-02-08-1b
Fill in the blanks with two, to, or too:
It has been reported that as many as _____________ million elderly people in this country are forced _____________ live under substandard conditions. These people might go _____________ a job every day, but they still have _____________ many debts _____________ save enough money _____________ pay those debts. The government has taken these people’s taxes when they were young, and now the government should try _____________ help the elderly. After all, the elderly need help sometimes _____________. The elderly have been _____________ faithful _____________ America for the government _____________ forget about them. Secondly, for the past _____________ years, the elderly have gone _____________ jobs and have not been _____________ afraid _____________ give their lives in service _____________ their country.
Thirdly, _____________ many young people tend _____________ forget that the elderly paved the way _____________ the success that we enjoy in our country today.